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ABSTRACT 
An algorithm previously introduced by the author for finding a feasible point of a 
system of linear inequalities is further investigated. For inconsistent systems, it is 
shown to generate a sequence converging at a linear rate to the set of least-squares 
solutions. The algorithm is a projection-type method, and is a manifestation of the 
proximal-point algorithm. 
INTRODUCTION 
Let a system 
(X,Ui)<biP ,...,n, i=l w 
of linear inequalities be given (0 f ui E Rd, b, E R). Let Ci = {x: (x, uj) d 
bi} and C=C,n.-. n C,,. In [37], the author introduced the following 
primaldual algorithm for finding a point x E C: 
Start: Choose arbitrary x0, yol,. . . , y,, E Rd 
with y,, + . . . + yen = 0. 
Step k (k = 0, 1, . . . ): Compute 
xii = proj,(x, + yki), i = l,..., 12, 
yii = xk + yki - xii, i = 1,. . . , n, 
and update 
Xk+l=(l/n)Cy==,x;i 
yk+l,i = yii -(l/n>C~=lY;j, i = I,..., 12. 
(0.2) 
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It was shown in [37] that regardless of the choice of starting values, either 
xk -+ x and yki --fyi with r E C, yi an outward normal to Ci at X, and 
yr+ *a. + y, = 0; or ](xr, + ykl,. . . , xk + ykn)( -+ co, and the system is incon- 
sistent. The algorithm was investigated further in [38], where it was shown 
that termination occurs after a finite number of iterations if the interior of 
C is nonempty. More precisely, int(C) # 0 implies for some k that xk = 
x k+l= ‘*’ with x,EC. 
In this paper, we investigate the behavior of the algorithm in the cases 
where int(C)=0 or where C=0. If int(C)=0 but C#0, we show that 
the sequence (xk) converges to a solution and that the distance to the 
solution set approaches zero at a linear rate. In the case where C = 0, we 
demonstrate convergence at a linear rate to the set of least-squares solutions 
and convergence of (xk) to one particular least-squares solution. 
The algorithm is actually a manifestation of the known proximal-point 
algorithm, and the results of Rockafellar [36], Bruck and Reich [5, 341, and 
Luque [24] on the behavior of the proximal-point algorithm will play a key 
role here. 
Our method is closely related to similar projection methods for solving 
systems of linear equations or inequalities. The Kaczmarz method [22] of 
cyclic projection solves a system of linear equations by the procedure 
x,+,=p,,(pn-l( ***‘lbk)))), 
where the P. are projections onto the defining hyperplanes. If the system is 
consistent, t 1: en X, converges to a minimum-norm solution if xg belongs to 
the linear span of the normal vectors to the hyperplanes [21]. Tanabe [39] 
showed that for each j the subsequence xi, x,, j, xZn+ j,. . . converges even if 
the system is inconsistent. Censor, Eggermont, and Gordon [8] showed that 
when strong underrelaxation is applied in Kaczmarz’s method to an incon- 
sistent system of linear equations, the limits of the cyclic subsequences 
approach a least-squares solution of the system. Strong underrelaxation is 
undesirable, since it slows down convergence. Plotnikov [31] has obtained a 
similar result for more general systems of convex sets with empty intersec- 
tion. Other methods related to that of Kaczmarz for systems of equations are 
discussed in [6], [7], [ll], [12]. The method of successive projections was also 
noticed by von Neumann [30] (see also [lo], [ZO]). The cyclic projection 
method was extended to inequalities in the “relaxation method” of Agmon 
[l] and Motzkin and Schoenberg [29]. This method and its relationship to 
subgradient optimization was studied extensively by Goffin [13-191. A survey 
of methods, including some projection methods, for computing least-squares 
solutions to systems of linear equations can be found in [41]. 
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Some projection methods rely, and does ours, on an averaging process. 
Cimmino’s method [9] for systems of linear equations is 
X k+l=(l-h)xk+~ ,t Projci(xk) 
]=l 
with X = 2. This is the gradient method xk+i = xk - Xvf(xk) for the func- 
tion f(x) = (1/2n)Xf=,]x - Proj,(x)12, and when 0 < h < 2, convergence to 
a least-squares solution can be ‘deduced from the results in [32], [33]. 
Cimmino’s method was generalized by Auslender [3,4] to the inequality case. 
The reliance on dual variables in the algorithm (0.2) is less of a handicap 
than it might seem, since it is not actually necessary to keep track of the 
vectors yk and y; (see remarks in [38]). An unusual feature of the algorithm is 
that, unlike other projection methods, it can be observed to accelerate when 
caught in small solid angles. 
After reviewing preliminaries and establishing needed properties of the 
proximal-point algorithm in Section I, we will prove convergence to a 
least-squares solution in Section II, and establish that the convergence is 
linear in Section III. 
I. BACKGROUND 
Let H be a Euclidean space equipped with the standard inner 
product (x, y) = Cxiyi. A multifunction M: H 3 H is monotone if 
(x - x’, y - y’) >, 0 whenever y E M(x) and y’ E M(x’). The graph of M is 
the set Gr(M) = {(x, y) E H X H: y E M(x)}. If Gr(M) c Gr(S) implies 
M = S whenever S is monotone, then M is maximal monotone. 
If M: H ‘: H is maximal monotone, then for each x E H there exists a 
unique P(x) E H such that x - P(x) E M(P(x)) [27]. This function P = (I + 
M) - ’ is the proximal mapping associated with M. Its fixed points are the 
zeros of M. The simplest example, due to Moreau [28], is the case where 
M = af is the subdifferential of a lower semicontinuous convex function f. In 
this case, 
The property of P : H + H being the proximal mapping (I + M)- ’ for 
some maximal monotone M is equivalent to P having the property (letting 
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Q=Z-P) 
(Z--~12~l)P(Z)-P(Z’)J2+JQ(Z)-Q(Z’))2 V.z,Z’EH (1.1) 
and also to the existence of a nonexpansive mapping N: H + H such that 
P = :(I + N). The convergence to a fixed point of P (if one exists) of the 
sequence 
x .k+1= %J (1.2) 
(x0 being arbitrary) for functions P satisfying (1.1) was observed by Martinet, 
who also observed that the proximal mapping of Moreau has this property. 
For functions of the form P = i(Z + N), convergence to a fixed point (if one 
exists) follows from a result of Krasnoselski [23]. In [36], Rockafellar proposed 
the iteration (1.2) with P = (I + M)-’ as an algorithm for finding a zero of a 
maximal monotone multifunction M, observing that its convergence was a 
consequence of earlier results. Taking his cue from the application pror of 
Moreau, he named it the “proximal-point algorithm” and established several 
of its properties useful for applications to convex programming. 
As an immediate consequence of (1.1) P is nonexpansive: 
jz-z’p:IP(x)-P(z’)J Viz, z’ E H. 0.3) 
Taking z = xk and z’= xk+ i, we see that 
IQ(ZJ>.lQ(Xkll)l> k=O,l,%.... (1.4) 
The following lemma of Bruck and Reich [5, 341 gives useful information 
in the event that P is fixed-point free. In the more general result they prove, 
u is taken to be the element of least norm in the closure of range(M). 
LEMMA 1 [5, 341. Let M be maximal monotone, and assume the range 
of M has an element v of minimum norm. For any sequence xk+ 1 = P(xk) 
generated by the proximal-point algorithm, Q(xk) converges to v. 
Proof. By [26], range(M) 2 relint(conv(range( M))). By [35, Theorem 
6.31, this implies cl(range(M)) is convex, so v is unique. Noting that 
v E range(M) = range(Q), pick zO E QP ‘( v). Defining zk+ i = P( z,), we get 
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by (1.4). The uniqueness of o thus implies u = Q(z,) = Q(z,) = . . . . By 
(1.11, 
bk - xk12 - kk+l- xk+112  1 u - QcXk) 12- 
But Izk - xkl is nonincreasing (1.3) so Q(xk) -+ u. n 
The convergence of (xk) for arbitrary x0 E H to a fixed point of P (or a 
zero of M), if one exists, is an immediate consequence of Lemma 1. For if P 
has a fixed point, (xk) is clearly bounded. By Lemma 1, Q(xk) + 0, so if xm 
is a cluster point, Q(x,) = 0 by the continuity of Q (1.1). Hence 0 E M(x,). 
But ]xk - x,] is nonincreasing (1.3) so xk -+ x~, as desired. Note, further- 
more, that 
k-l 
xk=xO- C Q(Xi>> k=1,2,3 ,..., 
i=O 
so by Lemma 1, 
xk 
---v, 
k 
(1.5) 
another result of Reich [34]. In particular, ]xk] + 00 if M-‘(O) = 0. 
In [36], Rockafellar established linear convergence of the proximal-point 
algorithm under the assumption that M ’ satisfies a Lipschitz condition at 0. 
The Lipschitz condition requires in particular that M- ‘(0) be single-valued. 
Luque [24] showed that linear convergence to the set M-l(O) [though not 
necessarily to a particular point in M- ‘(0)] still holds under a weaker 
condition not requiring that M-‘(O) be single-valued. In the following lemma, 
we generalize Luque’s result, showing that useful convergence information 
can be obtained even in the case where M has no zeros. 
LEMMA 2. Let M be maximal monotone. Assume range(M) has an 
element u of least norm and that there is K > 0 and a neighborhood V of u 
such that for all y E V, y E M(x) implies 
dist(x, M-‘(u)) 6 KIY --I. (1.6) 
Zf xk+l = P(xk) [Z’ =(I + M)-‘I, then d&(x,, M-‘(u)) + 0 at a linear rate 
with modulus K/J=. 
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REMARK. In the case where o = 0 this follows from [24, Theorem 2.11. 
Proof. M-’ is closed- and convex-valued [2, Proposition 6.7.31, so 
M-‘(v) is closed and convex. For each k, let uk denote the unique nearest 
point to xk in M-‘(v). For all x E M-‘(v), (o(= 1(x + u) - x( > (x - P(x)/ 
= IQ(x)I, since P is nonexpansive. By choice of 0, this implies Q(r) = v, or 
equivalently x - v E M- ‘(v). Thus 
M-l(u)-vc M-‘(v). (1.7) 
By Lemma 1, Q(x~) + u, so Q(x~) E V for all k sufficiently large. Thus (1.6) 
implies 
for all k sufficiently large. Then 
Ix k+l -~k+1~2~/rk+l-(uk-v)~z by W7)1 
G irk - uki2 - lQ@k) - 0 I2 by (141 
< Ixk - uk12 - -$‘k+, - uk+112 by (1.91 
and so 
lx k+l - Uk+ll G ++/Tk - ukl, n 
Next, we relate the algorithm (0.2) to the proximal-point algorithm. The 
notation introduced below will be observed throughout the paper. Hence- 
forth, let H = Rd X . . . X Rd [n times, where n is the number of inequalities 
in the system (O.l)]. Define subspaces A and B of H by 
A = {(x1,..., x,)EH:x,= ..- =x,}, 
B= {(y1>..., yn)eH:y,+ --. +y,=o) 
With H endowed with the standard inner product, A and B are orthogonal 
complements; i.e., A = B ’ and B = Al. For any x E H, xA and xs will 
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denote the orthogonal projections of x onto A and B, respectively. Hence for 
x=(xi,...,x,), 
0.9) 
For i=l,..., n, define T, : Rd 2 Rd by 
w if (x, ui) < bi, 
{tu,:t>O} if (r,ui)=bi, 
0 if (x, ui) > bi. 
q is just the normal cone mapping for the set C, [35]. Define T = 
T,x ... XT,,, i.e., (Yi ,..., Y,)ET(x, ,..., rxl) iff Yi E Ti(Xi), i=I ,..., n. 
Then T is the normal cone mapping for C = C, X . . . X C,. The Ti and 
hence also T are all maximal monotone. A new multifunction TA : H 3 H is 
defined by declaring its graph to be 
Gr(T,)= {(x~+Y~,x~+YYA):YET(x)}. (1.10) 
TA is the partial inverse of T with respect to A, a concept introduced 
in [37]. TA is again maximal monotone. The significance of TA lies in the 
following easy consequence of its definition: If X = (x, . . . , x) E A and Y = 
(Y i, . . . , y,) E B, then the following are equivalent and each implies r E C: 
(i) 0 E TA( X + ij), 
(ii) y E T(f). 
Thus, the A-component of any zero of TA solves (0.1); conversely, if x solves 
(O.l), then 0 E T*(X), where X = (r, . . . , x). The problem of solving (0.1) thus 
reduces to the problem of finding a zero of TA. This can be done by applying 
the proximal-point algorithm to T.,. The resulting procedure is the algorithm 
(0.2). To make this precise, following the notation used in (0.2), let us define 
f,=(x,,...,x,), 
Sk=(Ykl>...~Ykn), 
4;=(x;,,...,x;,), 
&=(Y;,,...,Y;,). 
(1.11) 
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Note that 
n 
xk+l= wJ.4 and fL+l = (6i)B, 
fk+ijk=?;+8;, 
p; E T&). 
(1.12i) 
(1.12ii) 
(1.12iii) 
From the definition of TA, (l.l2iii), and then (l.l2i), 
But then by (1.12ii) and the definition of TA, 
or 
2, + ij/( = a; + ij; 
= [(%I* + (& 
E (I+ TA)(%+ 
),I + [(C)B + (iGLl 
1+&+1 )a 
where P*=(z+T*))‘. (1.13) 
Thus, the passage from Zk + e, to i,, i + ck+ i is the outcome of one iteration 
of the proximal-point algorithm, applied to the maximal monotone multifunc- 
tion TA. 
II. ASYMPTOTIC BEHAVIOR 
We begin in this section to study the behavior of the algorithm when the 
system of inequalities is inconsistent. We will stick with the notation 
(T, A, B, TA, Ti, gkk’ PA, etc.) introduced at the end of Section I. 
If the system (0.1) is inconsistent, TA has no zeros. The proximal-point 
algorithm applied to TA will thus yield a divergent sequence, but the lemmas 
of the previous section can be applied to gain information about the 
asymptotic behavior of the algorithm. The principal result of this section is 
that for any sequence (xk) generated by the algorithm (0.2), xk converges to 
a least-squares solution. 
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As a first step, we determine the element of least norm in the range of TA. 
From the definition of TA, 
range(T,)= {$,+ti,:Q~T(lir)} 
(in this and in the following section, “*” indicates an element or subset of 
H=Rdx . . . x Rd). If we define C = C, X . . . X C,, then C = domain(T) 
and 0 E T( 6) for all & E C. Thus the element of least norm in range(T,) 
must also be the element of least norm in the subset { 3, : 6 E C?}. But this 
subset is the projection onto B of the polyhedral convex set 6; it is hence 
polyhedral (closed) convex and has a unique element 6 of minimum norm 
which equals 8, for at least one zi, E C. Any d E C for which da = 6 will be 
called a minimally dispersed system of representatives for the system (0.1). 
This terminology is motivated by the fact that such a zi, = (ui,. . . , w,) 
minimizes 
1 2 
I I 
1 2 
18,12= wl--cwi + *.. + w,--_cwi 
n n 
subject to wi E C,, i = 1,. . . , n. 
LEMMA 3. The following are equivalent and are satisfied for at least one 
G=(w~,...,w,)EH: 
(i) li, is minimally dispersed 
ii) 0 E 3, + T(G) (equivalently, 
0 E wj - (l/n)E~=rwi + Tj(wj), j = 1,. . . , n). 
(iii) d = proji(&*) (equivalently, 
wj = projcj((l/n)E~= rwi), j = 1,. . . , n). 
(2.1) 
@of. 3 is minimally dispersed iff d minimizes ]&,I2 subject to 
ii, E C. This (i) * (ii) follows by [35, Theorem 27.41. The equivalence (ii) tf (iii) 
is obvious. n 
The set x of least-squares olutions to (0.1) consists of all x E Rd which, 
together with some d = (w,, . . . , w,,) E H, solve the problem 
to minimize iCF=i]x - wi12 subject to (wj, uj) < bj, 
j=l ,...,n. (2.2) 
By [35, Corollur~~ 28.3.11, x and zi, solve this problem if, and only if, there 
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exist Lagrange multipliers hi, . . . , A, satisfying, together with x and &, the 
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions. For the problem (2.2), these conditions 
assert that 
1 n 
x=- c wi and x-wi=Xiui, j=l,..., n. (2.3i) 
n i-1 
h,>O and (wj,uj)<bj, j=l ,..., n. (2.3ii) 
(wj,uj)<bj implies Xj=O, j=l ,..., n. (2.3iii) 
Observe that (2.3) implies wj = proj,,(x), and hence that d is minimally 
dispersed. 
The next lemma describes the least-squares solutions to (0.1). 
LEMMA 4. XEX ifandonlyifthereexistsd=(w,,...,w,)~Hsuch 
that 
d is minimally dispersed, (2.4i) 
x = ; ,$ wi. 
1-l 
(2.4ii) 
Zf x and d satisfy (2.4) then 
wj= projcj(x), j = l,...,n. 
Furthermore, x is nonempty. 
Proof. If x E x, then there exists d E H and X E R” satisfying the 
Karush-Kuhn-Tucker conditions (2.3). This implies that (2.4) holds. 
Conversely, suppose (2.4) holds. By (2.l)(iii), wj = proj,$x), j = 1,. . . , n. 
Thus, it is possible to pick X j > 0 such that X ju. = x - wj, and the Kuhn- 
Tucker conditions (2.3) hold with this choice of j\. In particular, x and d 
solve the problem (2.2) and x E x. 
For any minimally dispersed ti, (2.4ii) defines a least-squares solution x. 
Hence x ~0. n 
If x E x, then for d as in Lemma 4, 8, = 6. In other words, vi = wj - 
(l/n)~~= lwi = wj - x, j = 1,. . . , n. By (2.l)(iii), 
x = projc,(x) - vi, j = 1,. . . , n (XEX). (2.5) 
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Thus 
(i) If x E x and oj = 0, then r E Cj. 
(ii) If x E x and uj z 0, then x P Cj, Projc,(x) E bd(Cj), and (2.6) 
uj is a positive multiple of uj. 
The next lemma describes the structure of x more completely. It asserts 
that x is the intersection of an affine flat consisting of the least-squares 
solutions to a certain subsystem of (0.1) with a polyhedral convex set 
consisting of the feasible solutions of the complementary subsystem of (0.1). 
These two complementary subsystems correspond to a partition of the 
constraint indices into the two sets 
Z= {i:ui+O} and J= {j:oj=O}. 
Defining 
x I = { x : x is a least-squares solution to 
the subsystem (r , ui ) < bi , i E Z } 
and 
LEMMA 5. x = x, n x,. Moreover, x I is a translate of the subspace 
N:= {{ERd:({,Ui)=O, i=l,..., n}. 
proof. Let @j(X) = dist’(x, Cj), + = C;=,+j. Suppose that x E Xr n x,. 
Using first the fact that x E x1 and then that x E x,, we have for any x’ E Rd 
SO XEX. Thus xrnx,cx. 
Suppose next that r E x and define wj = proj,,(x). By (2.6)(i), x E x,. 
To show x E x1, we may clearly assume Z # 0. Since x = (l/n)E~,iwi 
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(Lemma 4) and wj = x for j E _Z, it follows that x = (l/lZI)Ci, [wi. Then 
wi = Projcz( l/lZij:lwj) for i E Z 
and the wi (i E I) are minimally dispersed for the subsystem indexed by Z 
(2.1)(G). By Lemma 4, x E x1. Thus x c x1 n x,. 
Next, we show that xl is a translate of N. It is obvious that x1 + N c x I’ 
so it is enough to show that x1 - x2 E N whenever x1, x2 E x I. Recall that v 
is an n-dimensional vector depending on the system (0.1). To the Z-subsys- 
tem of (0.1) there corresponds likewise an III-dimensional vector vz. But 
since x c x1, (2.5) shows that vz is the restriction to I of z), i.e., vf = vi for 
all i E I. By (2.6)(ii), for ail i E I, x1, x2 E xz, 
x1 - x2 = [Projo, - vi] - [Proj,:,(x”) - ui] 
E bd(Ci) - bd(C,). 
Thus (x’ - x2, vi) = 0 for ah i E I, and x1 - x2 E N. n 
For an inconsistent system (0.1) the proximal mapping PA for TA has no 
fixed points. However, if x is a least-squares solution, f = (x,. . . , x), and 
t >, 0, then according to the following lemma, the algorithm (0.2) initiated 
with f, = f, ij, = 0 wiIl generate f, = f, c,, = - n6. Since PA is nonexpan- 
sive, this shows, for any sequences 4,, 6, generated by the algorithm, that 
I(?” + $,) - (?- n6) ( is nonincreasing. 
LEMMA 6. Zfx~x, a=(~ ,..., x), and t>O, then PA 
(t + 1)6. 
Proof. From (1.12) and (1.13), PA(?- t6) = ?a+ gh, 
Proji(f- tG) and $’ = f- t6 - 2’. Let wj = Proj,,(x), 6 = (w,, 
B=&,=ti,-&/,=d-R,sof-t6=w-(t+1)0Ezi,+T(& > 
(2.7) 
where 36) = 
.*> w”). Then 
[(21)(i), WI. 
Thus, f’=& and $‘=f-G-G= -(t+1)6. Finally, PA(3E-t6)=?A+$h 
= GA - (t + l)a = f - (t + 1)s. [The last equality uses (2.4ii).] n 
LEMMA 7. Any sequence ?; generated by the algorithm is bounded, and 
its cluster points are minimally dispersed. 
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Proof. Recall the notation (1.11) for sequences generated by the al- 
gorithm. As in (1.13), let PA denote the proximal mapping associated with TA 
and QA = Z - PA. Then 
Q& + G,) = (2, + Pd - (%+I + G/c+,) by W3)1 
= KJB +w*. [by (l.lZi,ii)] (2.8) 
By Lemma 1, we know that QA(Sk + ck) converges to the element 6 of 
minimum norm in the range of TA. Since 6 E B, this is equivalent to 
(?k)B-a and (rj;)A+O. (2.9) 
Fix XGX andlet f=(~,...,~).By(2.7),((?~+i+$~+i)-(f-k6)lisnonin- 
creasing. But 
I(%+1 +Q,+l)-(a-k6)I=I[(x;),+(Y;),l -(i-k+)1 [by (l.lZi)] 
since the norm of a vector dominates the norm of its A-component. Thus 
(a[), is bounded, and by (2.9) (2;) is al so b ounded. The sequence (2;) thus 
has cluster points, and by (2.9) all its cluster points have B-component equal 
to 6. From the algorithm (0.2), we know that a; E C for all k, so the cluster 
points also lie in C and are therefore minimally dispersed by (2.1)(i). n 
In light of Lemma 7, the cluster points of (f;) are of the form a^ + 6 
(a^ E A). Suppose 6, + G and 8, + 6 to be two distinct such cluster points 
[a^i = (a, ,..., a,), a^, = (as ,..., as)]. It is impossible that K exist such that 
(x. - XK,lT a,-~,)<0 and (y~j,u,-us)>O. (2.10) 
This is impossible because (2.8) implies 3;, - gK+ I = ($L),.+ or 
x --x x x+1 = ; ,t yij. 
I=1 
In the proof of the following lemma, it will be shown that if two distinct 
cluster points did exist then it would be possible to produce a contradiction 
by demonstrating the existence of K satisfying (2.10). 
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LEMMA 8. Any sequence 2; generated by the algorithm has at most one 
cluster point, and hence converges. 
Proof. Suppose the sequence (Q has two distinct cluster points, a^, + I? 
and a^,+6 [a^l=(a,,...,a,) and Zz=(az,...,a,)]. Since the set of cluster 
points is compact (Lemma 7), we may assume a 1 and a 2 to be picked so as 
to maximize la, - a,[. By Lemma 4, a 1 and a 2 belong to x. Of course, 
n xk+ i = ( ?l)A by (l.l2i), so the A-components of the cluster points of (?i) are 
cluster points of (&). In particular, a, and a2 are cluster points of the 
sequence ( xk). 
By Lemma 5, a,, a2 E x, c Cj for ah j E J. Let us partition J into subsets 
J= J_ u Jo, where 
J_ = {jEJ:(oi,Uj)<bj}, 
Jo= {jEJ:(a,,uj)=bj}. 
Define t = la, - a,[, w = (aI - az)/t, and for each E > 0, 
U,=B(a,;t+E)n{x:(a,-x,W)<&} 
[where B( . ; .) denotes the open balI with given center and radius]. The sets 
U, are open neighborhoods of a 1 whose diameters shrink to zero as E J 0. 
By (2.6), vi is a positive multiple of uj for alI j E I. Now, xii = 
Proj,(xk + ykj) (0.2), so yij = xk + ykj - xii is a nonnegative multiple of uj. 
Since’ vj # 0, this implies that yij is also a multiple of vj. In particular, 
yij E N ’ (jEZ, k=0,1,2 )... ). 
Choose E small enough so 
U, + B(0; E) C int( Cj) foralI jEJ_ and O<e<t. 
Choose K large enough so that 
\(F&-+=E for k>K, 
xk E B(a,; t + E) for k>K, 
XK P u,. 
(2.11) 
(2.12) 
(2.13i) 
(2.13ii) 
(2.13iii) 
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It is possible to satisfy (2.13i) by (2.9). If it were not possible to satisfy 
(2.13ii), there would be cluster points of xk outside of B(a s; t + E), con- 
tradicting the maximality of Ia, - as]. For (2.13iii), simply note that us is a 
cluster point of (1~~) and as @ U,. 
Since xK $Z U, and a, is a cluster point of (x,), there is a smallest K 2 K 
such that 
(a,-x,+,,w> <E> (2.14i) 
(al- XK, w) 2 E. (2.14ii) 
Subtracting, we get 
(x,--x,+l,w) co. (2.15) 
By (2.13ii) and (2.14i), 
Xn+l E u,* (2.16) 
NOW, (a:), = 2: -(a:), = 2: - R,+r (l.l2i), so from (2.13i), we have 
E > 1;: - aK+r - 61 > IXLj - x,+r - UjJ (j =l,...,n). 
In particular, 
IxLj - X~+ll < & for all j E 1, 
whence, by (2.12) and (2.16) 
xii E int( Cj) forall jEJ_. (2.17) 
But y:j~Tj(x;j) (j= l,..., n) by (0.2) so (2.17) implies 
yLj=o forall j E J-. (2.18) 
For j E Jo, we have 
(a,, uj) = bj (by definition of &I,) 
(as, ui)<bi (u,Ex,byLemma5). 
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Subtracting. 
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(w, uj) > O forall jE.Z,. 
Now, ylj is nonnegative multiple of uj by (0.2), SO 
(wYY:j)20 forall jE.Z,. 
By Lemma 5, w = (al - as)/t E N, so (2.11) gives 
(w>Y:j) =o for all j E Z 
(2.19) 
(2.20) 
Combining (2.18), (2.19) and (2.20) we have 
(wYY:j) a0 for all j. 
Combining this with (2.15), we see that (2.10) holds, giving the desired 
contradiction. n 
We now summarize our observations so far about convergence of the 
algorithm in 
THEOREM 1. Let sequences (x,), (yki), (xLi), (y&) be produced by the 
algorithm (0.2). The sequences (xk) and (xii) (i = l,..., n) converge to limits 
where 
xk-xcc 
Xii + X&) i=l,...,n, 
~~=(x:,l,“.,r&J is minimally dispersed, 
1 n 
(2.21i) 
(2.21ii) 
(2.22i) 
(2.22ii) 
Thus also, x, is a least-squares solution, XL, = proj,(x,), and (XL1 - 
x m>.**, CO” - xo3) = 6 = the element of smallest norm in range(T,). For the 
sequences (yki), (y;,) one has 
lim 
(Ykl,*-dkn) = lim 
(2.23) 
k+m k k-cc k 
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Proof. By Lemma 8, (2.12ii) holds. But xk+r = (l/n)Cy==,~;~ and xii E 
Ci by (0.2), so (2.219 implies (2.21i) and (2.22ii). By Lemma 7, 2b, is 
minimally dispersed. From Lemmas 3 and 4, x, E x, xki = Projo,( and 
(a’,), = 6. 
Regarding the sequences ( Qk) and (CL), we have 
~~~(8~-B~+1)=k~~[O;-(g;)R1 [by (1.12i 
= ,ln+nr(d;),=O [by (2.9)) 
>I 
Thus, if either of the two sequences ($;)/k and (fik/k) has a limit, so does 
the other, and the two limits must coincide. By (1.5), 
Since Zk converges, 
and (2.23) holds. 
III. CONVERGENCE RATE 
According to Theorem 1, any sequence (xk) generated by the algorithm 
converges to a least-squares solution. In this section, it will be shown that 
dist(x,, x) < CIJ.~ for some c > 0 and 0 < p < 1. 
If we let n, denote orthogonal projection onto A, then since rA is 
nonexpansive, 
diSt(fk-t~k,T~1(d))>dist(~k,~~(~~’(6))) 
=dist(?k,{6A: ZiXe, z&=6}) [by (l.lO>l 
=dist(fk,((W,...,W):WEX}) (by Lemma 4) 
=&dist(x,,x) [4,=(x, ..., x,)], 
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so it is enough to show that 
diSt(~~++~,T~l(~)),O,li nearlywithmoduhrs~(O,<~<l). (3.1) 
The sequence (a, + ijk) is generated by applying the proximal-point al- 
gorithm to TA. So to establish (3.1) it suffices, by Lemma 2, to show that a 
constant K exists such that for all 3 in a neighborhood of 6, d E TA(z”) 
implies dist(& Til( S)) < K]& - 61. By definition of TA, this is equivalent to: 
there is S > 0 such that if 
@ E T(f) and (a, + GA - 61~ 8 
then 
dist( ?A + cg, Ti ‘( d)) < Kli& -I- GA - 61. (3.2) 
Our strategy to establish (3.2) is to show K > 0 exists such that for any R 
and 8 with ij E T(2) and Ifa + QA - 61 sufficiently small, there exist f* and 
Q * such that 
ij* E T(Z*), (3.3i) 
]Q - p*] Q - f, + QA - 61, 
:] 
(3.3ii) 
ij; = 0, (3.3iii) 
4* is minimally dispersed and ]4* - 1;1< i]fn + ijA - 81. (3.3iv) 
as desired. 
The following fact, derived easily from [40, Theorem 11, will play an 
essential role: 
LEMMA 9 [40]. Let +: R d ‘: R” be a polyhedral convex multifinction 
(i.e., one whose graph is a polyhedral convex set). There is a constant c > 0 
such that fir all y, y’ E R”, if CJ- ‘( y’) # 0, 
- 
cp-‘(Y > = OY’) + CIY - Y’IR 
where 3 is the closed unit ball in Rd. 
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If +: Rd + R U { OQ} is a polyhedral convex function (i.e., one whose 
epigraph is a polyhedral convex set), let +a = {x E Rd: G(X) < a}. Lemma 9 
may be applied to the m&function x H { y E R : y >, C+(X)} to obtain 
LEMMA 10 (from [40, Theorem 11). Let $J be a polyhedral convex 
function on Rd. There exists a constant c > 0 such that for all a, a’ E R, if 
&I 20, 
(p, c $I& + cIa - a’@. 
For 4=(x,,..., xn) E H, consider the function 
[where +!~d?) = 0 if f E C, #c(f) = 00 otherwise]. + achieves its minimum 
value of zero on the set +- ‘(0) = { a~C:?n=i?} of all ZEH that are 
minimally dispersed. + is also polyhedral convex, so Lemma 10 [applied with 
(Y’ = 0, (Y = +($)I implies the existence of K~ > 0 such that 
fE (p-‘(O) + K&)B forall ~EH, 
where B is the closed unit ball in H. Note that the constant K~ depends only 
on the function $I, which is determined by the sets Ci, i = 1,. . . , n. For later 
reference, we summarize our observations as: 
LEMMA 11. There is a constant K~ > 0 (depending only on C,, . . . , C,) 
such that if 2~ c then there exists P = (xf, . . . , x,*> E H which is minimally 
dispersed and which satisfies 14* - 3 G ~~14, - 61. 
proof. By the above choice of K~, there exists ?* E +-l(O) such that 
)4* - 4 G K&(a). The conclusion follows, since 
+(?)=max,{ ILXj-(l/n)EXi-vj(} < (g~-cI. n 
A convex set K c Rd is a cone if tK c K for all t > 0. K is pointed if for 
some 2, (k, 1) > 0 for all 0 # k E K. (Under this definition, note that K = (0) 
is pointed.) 
LEMMA 12. Let K c Rd be a closed pointed convex cone. There is a 
constantcsuchthutfmanyk,,...,k,~K, 
lkil Q elk, + . . . + k,l, i = l,...,s. 
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Proof. If K = {O}, we can take c = 0. Otherwise choose 1 E Rd, 111 = 1, 
such that (k,Z)>O for all O+keK. Let m=min{(k,Z):Ikl=l, kEK}. 
Then Ik, + - . . + k,l > (I, k, + + *. + k,) > (1, ki) > mJk,l, i = l,..., s, so 
we can take c = l/m. 
By Lemma 5, x c Cj for all j E J. Let us partition J into three subsets: 
J=J,~.&uJs,where 
Jr= {j:xCbd(Cj)}, 
Js= {j:xnbd(C,)#D andxnint(Cj)+O}, 
Js= {j:xCint(C,)}. 
LEMMA 13. There are constants K~ > 0 and S > 0 (depending only on 
C ,,...,C,)suchthutifij~T(f)and (f,+Q,-+(<a, then 
Proof. If J, = 0 there is nothing to show, so assume Js z 0. Choose 
z E x and o > 0 sufficiently small so B(.z; p) C Cj for all j E Js and so 
x + &O; p) c Cj for all j E Js (the latter is possible because x is polyhedral 
by Lemma 5). 
Let 6 = p/2K,, and suppose that 6 E T( 2) and (32, + 6, - u^( < 6. By 
Lemma 11, there is a minimally dispersed 3E* = (xc,. . . , x,* ) such that 
If* - fl < K&f, + CA - 81. 
For w E Rd, denote by wx the orthogonal projection of w onto the linear 
subspace spanned by x - x = ( x - x’ : x, x’ E x }. Apply Lemma 12 to each 
pointed convex cone that is generated by some subset of { ( uj)x : j E Jz }, and 
let ci be the maximum of the constants so obtained. Since (uj)x # 0 for 
j E Js, we may define 
i 
bjl 
C2=ma I(uj),/:jE& I . 
Let r* = (l/n)C~=rx~. For j = l,..., n, we have x7 = x* + oj because 
f* is minimally dispersed. Thus XT = x* for j E J. For j E J we then have 
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Since 6 E T(2), yj + 0 implies xj E bd(C,). Thus 
(xi-Z’yj)=(yjldist(z,bd(Cj)) (for j=l,...,n) 
a IYjlP (for j E I,). 
For all j E .&, we then have 
(x*-~,(yj)x)=(x*-z,yj) (since x*,zEx) 
=(Xj-Z>Yj)+(r*-xj>Yj) 
2 IYjlP - +lYjlP = flYjlP 
>o if y,#O. 
For j E Jz, yj = 0 iff (yj)x = 0. Thus (x* - z,(yj)x) > 0 for all j E Jz for 
which (yj)x # 0, showing that {(yj)x: j E Jz} generates a pointed cone. By 
choice of cl, 
I(Yj)xlG cIi C (Yi)xl cfor j E &). 
i E 12 
Next, we show that 
(YJx=o for jEZUJ,UJ,. 
The case j E _I1 is evident. For j E I, oj # 0, so yj is a multiple of vj. By 
Lemma 5, this implies (yj)x = 0. For the remaining case of j E &, we have 
dist(x j, x) < IX j - x*( < p/2. By choice of p, this implies 
rjEint(Cj), andhence yj=O (for j E .&). (3.4) 
Finally, for all j E Jz, 
IYjl G G21(YjJx( 
6 ClCZ 
I I 
C (Yi)x 
i E k 
= ClC2 f: (Y.) - 
Ii+ ’ XI-+ :lyi)X; 
f clc21 $4 Yil* 
i=l 
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Since lCr= iYi ( < IQ, I< lZB + ijA - 61, the conclusion of Lemma 13 holds with 
K2 = C&. a 
LEMMA 14. Let u 1,. . . , u, E Rd be nonzero. There is a constant c > 0 
such that for any t, ,..., t, >, 0, there exist s1 ,..., s, 2 0 such that slul 
+ . . . + s,u, = 0 and Iti - sil Q clt,u, + . . . + t,n,I, i = l,.. ., T. 
Proof. Consider the polyhedral convex multifunction +: R’ 3 Rd de- 
fined by 
Apply Lemma 9 to + to obtain a Lipschitz constant c such that for all t 2 0, 
t E c#-‘( t,u, + . . . + tru,) 
c +-l(o) + c&u, + . . . + tru,lB. 
Then, for any t 2 0, there exists s E +-l(O) with 
It - SI < cp,u, + . . * + trurl. n 
LEMMA 15. There are K > 0 and 6 > 0 (depending only on C,,. . . , C,) 
such that if 6 E T(2) and lfB + CA - 81~ 6, then there exist f* and ij* such 
that 
$* E T(Z*) (3.5i) 
A 
IY - !?*I G K3 rg In l tY*-61 (3.5ii) 
y; + . . . + y,* = 0 (3.5iii) 
f* is minimally dispersed and 14* - 3;1< K~I& + CA - 61. (3.5iv) 
Proof. Let 6 be as in Lemma 13, and suppose that Y E T(f) and 
If, + ijA - 61~ 6. Choose f* by Lemma 11 to satisfy (3.5iv). 
If Z u I1 =a, then set Y* = 0. Then (3.5i) and (3.5iii) hold trivially. By 
Lemma I3 and (3.4), 161 Q Xjs,21Yjl < nK21ZB + ijA - 61, so (3.5ii) holds with 
K3 = nKZ’ and we are done. 
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Suppose I U I1 # 0. Let c be chosen as in Lemma 14 for the vectors 
ui/luil (i E Z U II). Let ti = lyi(, and let si be chosen as in Lemma 14, and 
define y* = siui/lui( (i E Z U J1). Then 
and 
IYi - Y:l = Iti - sil < c I I C Yj (for iEZU.Z,). I u I, 
For i E _Za U .Z,, define yf = 0. Clearly (3.5iii) holds. 
For i E Z U Jr, 
< cn(Q,l+ cnrcslfa + CA- 81+0 [by Lemma 13 and (3.4)] 
< (Cn + C71K2)(fB + GA - v^(. 
Also, for i E .T2, 
IYi - Yi*l = IYil G K2 ‘19 IA +i&-q 
by Lemma 13. For i E Ja we have by (3.4) 
IYi - Y*l = IYil = O* 
Combining the above, we have lyi - yFl< ~al3i.s + GA - 61 for i = 1,. . . , n 
with K~ = max(Ks, cn + cn~,) and (3.5ii) holds. 
It remains to show (3.5i). For i E la U Jar y: = 0, so it is trivial that 
y* E Ti(xr). To show the same for i E Z U Jr, it suffices to show xl E bd(Ci), 
since y* is by definition a nonnegative multiple of ui. For i E I, 0 f - vi E 
Ifi( since f* is minimally dispersed, so xr E bd(C,). For all i E J1, we 
have xj+ = x * + oi = x * E x c bd( C,), since 3i.* is minimally dispersed and by 
definition of Ji. Thus (3.5i) holds. n 
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Choosing K = min(2rc,,2rca}, (3.5) implies (3.3), which is alJ that was 
needed to prove linear convergence. In summary: 
THEOREM 2. Any sequence (xk) generated by the algorithm (0.2) con- 
verges to the set of least-squares solutions at a linear rate, in the sense that 
dist(r,, x) < cpk (fm some c > 0, 0 < p < 1) for all k sufficiently large. 
proof. By Lemma 2, (3.1) holds with p = ~/dl+ K~. n 
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